
We source highly certified analysts for
your company to work with at a fraction
of the cost. Our expert training and
workshops help companies develop new
ways of working to thrive in today's fast,
competitive landscape. Grow your
business and enhance your skills while
saving money!

Business
Compass

Transform your processes
and maximize efficiency

Let us help you evaluate and automate the
processes holding you back. We’ll work with you to
align your business goals and processes.

Certified Minority 
Owned Business

“The Salient Process team has
greatly impressed us. They provided

us with Business Compass and
Blueworks Live, streamlining our

program management and replacing
complex spreadsheets. They also

helped us establish a Process
Improvement Lifecycle (PIL), guiding
our Continuous Improvement Teams

with best practices. 
The PIL ensures a standardized

approach to process improvement,
significantly reducing the learning

curve when using these tools.”

Our dedicated team of knowledgeable analysts and automation advisors
are committed to your success, ensuring that your best interests are met
as we guide you toward your goals – without incurring unnecessary
costs.

Analyze & Optimize

Salient Process works directly with
enterprise clients to analyze the
processes holding them back, discover
potential improvements, and optimize
those processes for maximum
efficiency. We believe in guiding our
clients to create efficiency before
automating an inefficient process.

Automate & Excel

Our team of experts will ensure that your
processes are aligned for automation,
helping you reach your business goals
quickly. Automating complex processes
can enhance customer and employee
satisfaction, increase efficiency, save
time, and reduce costs.

Advanced Training

Operational
Excellence
Leaders

Fortune

Salient Process is a global leader in aligning
enterprise processes and goals. We’ll help you
evaluate and automate the processes holding
you back.

Tailored Solutions for Your Business 
Create Efficiency and Reduce Costs
Achieve Business Goals Quickly

We revolutionize enterprise operations by enhancing
workflows and automating processes that generate the
maximum ROI. We tailor our approach to your unique
business needs and specialize in high-performing solutions,
encompassing all Hyperautomation solutions. Moreover, we
provide a leading platform to plan and track organizational
change across the enterprise with Business Compass and
Blueworks Live. 

Who
Trusted By:

Enterprise
Architects
and Innovators 

What
We do
for you:

Tailored Solutions for Your Business: We develop customized roadmaps
tailored to your business needs, aligning with your business goals, and
guiding you to achieve enterprise efficiency.

Create Efficiency and Reduce Costs: Streamline your processes and
optimize your operations to enhance efficiency and increase ROI.

Achieve Business Goals Quickly: Analyze, optimize, and automate
your business operations to swiftly attain your business goals.

How
We support
you:

Cost Friendly
Resources

Industry Expert
Training

Proprietary
Technology
Enabled Experts 

Why
Salient
Process These transformative solutions—Process Analysis, Automation, and

Training—empower our clients to confidently pursue their aspirations while
also guiding them towards attaining a comprehensive and holistic view of
their business.

Enterprises

Tad Gray
Corporate Director - Operational Excellence
& Supply Chain at Curtiss-Wright

Contact us today!

Add to your tool stack today!


